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STRIX SYSTEMS EXPANDS WIRELESS MESH LEADERSHIP INTO SOUTHEAST ASIA
WITH CELLSTAR PACIFIC
CellStar Pacific Becomes Strix System’s Regional Master Stocking Value-Added Distributor
CALABASAS, Calif., May 23, 2006 – Strix Systems, the leader in high-performance wireless mesh
networking, today announced that it has expanded its sales and distribution channel in Asia with the
appointment of CellStar Pacific Pte Ltd as a regional master stocking value-added distributor
(VAD). CellStar Pacific will distribute Strix’s industry-leading Access/One® line of products for
indoor and outdoor wireless mesh networks in Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia, and other Southeast Asian countries, excluding Japan. The company will also
support all existing Strix channel partners. This agreement further strengthens Strix’s presence in
Asia, complementing its office in Japan, which provides local support for a growing network of
VADs and partners.
“CellStar Pacific strategically chose to carry Strix’s multi-channel, multi-RF, and multi-radio
solution because of its strong sales potential in Southeast Asia,” said Stephen Kwan, CEO of
CellStar Pacific. “Strix is the proven technology leader, and its solution is ideal for deploying mesh
across any topography with the highest throughput and greatest scalability. The Access/One product
line is the exceptional choice for use in a region experiencing rapid growth.”
CellStar Pacific Pte Ltd is a regional player in Asia Pacific, delivering complete wireless solutions to
both enterprises and consumers. The Strix/CellStar Pacific relationship will support numerous
wireless communication projects and wireless broadband services in the regional market.

“Strix is actively building a solid distribution channel and presence in Southeast Asia to support
local wireless LAN integrators,” said Tom Mooreland, vice president of development and strategic
sales at Strix Systems. “The appointment of CellStar Pacific enables us to provide a new level of
pre- and post-sales support and local stocking of Access/One products to a burgeoning area that is
embracing the benefits of wireless solutions.”
About CellStar Pacific Pte Ltd
CellStar Pacific Pte Ltd delivers complete wireless solutions to enterprises and consumers in the
Asia Pacific region. With headquarters in Singapore, CellStar Pacific Pte Ltd is a subsidiary of
Wireless Tech Holdings, which has established operations in Australia, China, Indonesia, India,
Philippines, and Thailand and is planning to start operation in Malaysia, Vietnam, Bangladesh, and
Sri Lanka soon.
About Strix Systems
Strix Systems is the technology leader in wireless mesh networking. Strix’s Access/One® products
are the industry’s only modular (chassis-based) mesh systems, delivering the largest capacity,
highest throughput, and lowest latency. This new generation of products provides the broadband
mobility and reach to support voice, video, and data applications. Sold globally by a network of firstclass distributors and integrators, Access/One™ solutions have been deployed in hundreds of
networks worldwide, outdoor and indoor, for the metro, public safety, government, energy,
transportation, hospitality, education, enterprise, residential, and carrier access markets. For more
information about Strix Systems, please visit www.strixsystems.com.
NOTE: Strix Systems and Access/One Network are trademarks or registered trademarks, in the United States and certain other countries, of Strix
Systems. Additional company and product names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of the individual companies and are respectfully
acknowledged.
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